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Abstract
The continuous energy (white) neutron source at the Los
Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LN4PF) Is used to measure
photon-production cross sections over a wido rang. of
neutron anargias.
Datoctor systems hav~ boon or are being
dovelopad to maasurc gamma rays in the enargy range from
hundreds of koV up to scvaral hundreds of HaV.
In
particular a high resolution Go detactor system f.sused to
dotact gamma rays from several hundred keV to ovar 6 MoV. A
5 cryztal BGo dotoctor systam is used for maasurhg gammarays from 1 MoV to approximately 20 R!*V. A largo voluma BGO
detactor with an active shield is used to moasuro gamma rays
in the ranga from 5 to 40 140V. W@ arc prasmtly davaloping
a multi-alom-nt gamma-ray telescopo to moasuro gamma raywith ●nargioo from 50 MaV up to eavoral hundred HaV.

Introduction
The high enargy and high intansity of tho continuous
enargy (whita) nautron sourc~ at tha Lam Alamos Meson
Physics Facility (LA.MPF)makas possibls tho measuromant of
gamma-ray production crosm sactionm for Incidant neutrons in
tha ●norgy ranga fr m balov 1 MoV to ovar 400 HaV. Sav9ral
recent publications ?,2 hava dascrlbad tho oparating
parameters of the nautron sourca in d-tail so wa will
include only a shofi description of it hara. W. will then
deecriba tho program of gamma-ray measurements that ara
ansociatod with this source including past, present and
pianned tixpariments.
There ara sevaral advantages in using a white neutron
First, a wide range of
sourcn for gamma-ray mezmuremantso
In the casa of this source,
neutron energies ia available.
nautrons with energies from balow 1 MaV to ovar 400 MoV are
In
prod~-ced. Second, th~ energy coverage ia continuous.
most casae, tho nautron e~lergy resolution is not limited by
the source but rather by the length of tha flight path and
the tima resolution of tha detector system. Third, data is
This
acquired simultaneously at all nautron ●norqiaa.
greatly raducas tha systematic ● rrors aasociatad with taking

sequential runs at cliff~rent energies over a long period of
time when studying the energy dependence of the cross
Fourth, at any one time, the neutron baam is
sections.
This greatly reduces
shared amongst several experiments.
the competition for beam time compared to facilities that
require the dodicatad use of the entire accelerator for
In ths past, typical experiments have run for
axperimonta.
several months.
There are soma disadvantages to using a whit. neutron
source.
First, experiments tend to be more complicated
because the energy of the incident neutron must ba
Clearly, this complication can
determined experimentally.
be an advantage if one iS interested in measuring the energy
dependence of a reaction. Second, backgrounds ara more
difficult to understand becausa neutrons are present at all
times. Third, it 18 necessary to know the velocity of the
Becausa this is not a probl(~m for
scattered particle.
photons,
white sources are ideal for gamma-ray measurements.
Neutron Sourco
Neutrons are produced following spallation rlaactions
induced by tho 800 M.V pulsd
proton b-am from tho LAMPF
accalarator incident on tha neutron production targat. ma
present production targat consists of a Cylindar clfturqatan
7.5 cm long and 3 cm in diam. Tho targ-t is ●ituatad in a
vacuum chambar 2 m in diam and 1.2 m high which is
surrounded by approximately 7 m of steel and magnatito
Thor. aro panatrations ~n this ●hlald at 15° to
concrata.
tho loft and to th~ right, 30° laft and right, 90° l.ft and
right and 60° right with raspoct to th- inciclont proton baam
in tho horizontal plan-. Tho beam to ●ach flight pmth ic
separately controlled by individual ahuttars. As tho
nautrona drift along tha collimated flight path, they become
It i- than poasiblo to tag
disparsad in timo and wmrgy.
tha enargy of tho incidant neutron by measuring its tim@-offlighc (TOF) ralativo to tha timo-of-arri *1 of tho proton
pulao. Th@ non-relativistic ●xprassion for tha TOF of th~

n.utron is:
TOF - 72.3*l*En-05
whera tho TOF Is in ns-c, the flight path, 1, is in mateLa
and the nautron ●nargy, En, is in M@V. The neutron anorgy
resolution ia givan by : AE/E = - 2*AT/TOF. From this
relationship it is clear that the resolution improvos wi’:h
increasing flight path; however, tho intensity dacreases
with longer flight paths.
Tha proton baam has a time structure consisting of
rnacropulsaa which are typically 625 tisec long with a
repetition rata of 40 Hz. Within ●ach macropulsa are sharp
Th@ number of micropulaes/sec
(<300 psac wide) micropulses.
depends ca tha macropulsa rata and tha pulsa-to-pulaa
separation of tho micropulsea which is an adjustable

parameter.

In the past, typical separations have been
1.8 ~sec; however, separations as small as 360 nsec are

possible.
The energy dependence of the neutron flux depends on
the angle of the flight path relative to the incident proton
beam and the material of the neutron production target. A
plot of the measured neutron intensity as a function of

neutron energy for our tungsten target at 15° is shown in
fig. 1. The vertical scale in fig. 1 is the number of
nautrons/str/MeV/micropulsc. The number of neutrons/see
over the area of the sample ie the product of the intensity
given in fig. 1, the solid angle subtended by the sample,
the micropulse rate and the neutron ●nergy bin width. A
similar plot for the 900 flight path would show orders of
magnitude less intensity above 200 HeV but approximately a
factor of 2 greater intensity below 20 MeV. Lighter mass
target materials (eg., copper) would show gentrally less
neutron intensity over tho entire range with a greatar

reduction occurring at lower energies. Thus the flux would
be more nearly C0n6tant as a fUnCtiOn of ●nargy for these
materials. The neutron flux is monitored during an
tion c
experiment using a fission ion
● r operated in
the TOF mode with deposits of *N U and W’ U.
Gamma-ray measurements
We will separate the experimental progrm into thrae
gamma-ray energy rangea. The gamma rays in the ●nergy range
from several hundred Jcevto approximately 15 ?feVare from
decays of bound state lavols. The gamma rays in the ●nergy
range from 5 to 40 ?lev are from the decay of capture state=
with the giant dipolo resonance being dominant. Very hard
photons in the energy range above 50 MeV are from
bremsstrahlung processes, and U“ decay.
TWO detector system= are used for measuring 10V ●nergy
gamma rays. The firSt
COnSiStS
Of an array Of five
7.6 cm
long x 7.6 cm diam X0 scintillators as shown h fig. 2.
These detectors are characterized by high ●fficiency, low
sensitivity to neutronsc timing on the order of 1-2 nsec and
gamma-ray ●nergy resolution- of approximately 5-10 %.
These detectors have been used for measurement of gamma
rays both from light nuclei where the transition energies
are large and the level den~ity ia small, and from rare
earth elements where the density of gamma-ray transitions is
so large that only continuum measurements are possible.
Because we have 5 detectors, angular distribution
coefficients can be obtained up to order ad in the usual

Legendre polynomial ●xpansion.
Am an example of the data obta ed with this system,
fig. 3 shows typical data from the N C(n,n’~) raaction. In
fig. ga, we have gated on neutrons between 4 and 15 HeV, in
fig. 3b, we have gated on neutrons from 15 M@V to 200 MeV.
AS can be seen from the figure, the decay of the firmt

axcitad state at 4.44 14aVdominates tho lov-energy-neutron
spectrum while in the higher-emergy-neutron spectrum gamma
rays from the decay of the 15 MeV state are also seen. Fig.
4 shows the preliminary results for the a2 angular
distribution coefficients for the 4.44 MeV state as data
points. Also shown in fig 4 are the evaluated a2

coefficients (solid line) which were obtained with only two
detectors. The reason for the large discrepancy between the
two data sets is that in fitting our data w. did not assume
that the a4 coefficients wera zero as in th, ●valuated data.
In fact our measurements show that tho a4 coefficients are
often large.
Continuum measurements are much more difficult than
measurements involving discrete lines for two reasons.
First, it is essential that the datoctor rosponso be
U.nfeldedfrom the PUISe height spectrum and sacond, accurate
determination of backgrounds becomes a major problam.
Considers le effort has been put into measuring the response
functions9 of the BGO detectors and unfolding tha response
from the data. There are many components to tho background
which have to be removed from the data. Tim. uncorrelated
background may be detenoined from data procosding tho beam
pulse. Samplo-independent, timo-dopendont backgrounds can
be measured by nnning without a sample. Beckgroundm
associated with targat containers may b. determined from
‘empty-can” runs. Tho background most difficult to
detormina comos from neutrons scattered from thm sampla
depositing ●nergy in the detectors. The data havo been
corractad for this background by measuring tha pulse-height
spactra for a Mryllium sample and dotarmining tha ~
normalizing factor with a Monte-Carlo computar cod..
The second detector system for low ●nmgy gamma-rays
consists of two Ge datoctors at 90° and 125°. Thosa
detectors havo .Xc.lhnt
gamma-ray energy r-solution so that
it 1s possible to idantify particular reactions by tha
energy of tho gamma rays detected. Tha time resolution is
on the ordor of 5 nsec, and their ●fficiency is typically
10% that of a 7.6 x 7.6 cm NaI d toctor. Fig. 5 shows the
pulea haight spoctmm for the ‘a~F*(n,xy) reaction for
neutron ●nmgies betwean a) 26.8 and 29.8 MoV, and k) for
neutron ●norgias between 38.7 and 41.2 MeV. Identified on
tha plots are the (n,n’), (n,2n’), (n,p) etc. reactions that
6 shows preliminary results for he
are obs-rvod. Fig.
excitation function of the second ●xcited state in 5iFe (E
= 931 kaV) excited in the (n,2n) rea tion. The curva in flg
6 is a preliminary ~NASH calculation ~ and the circles are
data from Oak Ridge . This type of measurement is vary
useful for checkinq calcula’tlonalmodels as well as
providing excitation function data for specific elements.
For tha ●nergy rang. between 5 and 40 MeV we are using
an actively shielded 10.2 cm diam by 1S.2 cm long BGO
detector. The detector and its 8.5 cm thick plastic anticoincidence shield are surrounded by 10 cm of laad,

approximately 5 cm of berated polyethylano and approximately
20 cm of polyethylana.
The goal of t.ho ●perimente
in tho 5 to 40 MeV energy
rang. is to maasuro the strengths, widthrn and locations of
higher multipolo resonances.
In particular, we plan to
~~asur~ ths isovactor qiant Wadnpola
resonance (IVGQRj in
Ca which is reported to ba locatad at 34 ?leV excitation
energy. Becauso th- neutron i- Unchargad, tha ●ffactivo
charga, which multiplies the direct pati of the capture
amplituda, is small for multipolar groatar than 1 (s0. ref.
8). The collective, or resonant, pa- of tha capturo
amplitude is therefore not obscured by tho direct part as is
Evidanco for E-2 strength is
the case for proton capture.
seen through its intcrfaranco with tho dominant eloctricdipole radiation amplitude. This intarforanca manifests
itself as an asynmetry about 90 0 in tho ganma-ray angular
Fig. 7 shows pulse haight spactra moasur~d at
distribution.
90° for savcral incident neutron ●norgias obtainad during a
Tho vertical llnoa brackat tho
33 hour run last year.
expect-d location of tha ground stat. gamma ray. A.s seen
from this sarios of plots, tho yield is good in t.ho region
of tho giant dipolo raaonanco (En_ll MaV). At highar
energies, whora tha flux and cross sactlon aro lowar, longar
runo will ba raquired to obtain bettor statistics.
We ars
planning to continua this ●xporimont in tho 1990 run cycla
measura tha fora-aft asymmetries and map out tho IVCQR in
t? Ca.
Tharo ham racantly boon considorabla intorast in
measuring tho cross aactiona for n~utron-proton
In patilcular, tha gammabremsstrahlung (NPB) procaasas.
raye obsanad in haavy-ion rsactions havo ban attrlbutad to
NPB procasaos but tha data ar- vary ●parmo and it app~ars
that aoma of tho data may be in ● rror. NPB provid~s a
simple systam for studying off-shall .ff*cts in tha nuclaonnuclaon potontial. Hason-oxchango currents hava bam
calculated tc be large and It has boon suggostod that
contributions from hoavicr masons may also b. obmmed.
For
thesa raasons, we arc considering performing a NPB
measurement at tho whit. neutron ● ourca.
PrQmantly, we aro studying two approaches to thosa
Tha first involvas m.asurlng tho scattorad
measurements.
neutron and ths racoil proton in c&lorlmatric datoctors.
The second approach ~nvolv~a
d~tecting tha hard photons
directly using a multi-clamant gamma-ray telescope.
Such a
detector is vary insansitiva to ncutronm and therefora will
have low background rates. This datoctor al~ould b. useful
for detecting NPB evants below tha pion production
threshold. tiova tho pion threshold ic will ba nocesmary to
demand
a coincidence with tha recoil proton to unambiguously
identify NPB events. The best exparlmont will probably
The
involve measuring all thraa part.iclee in coincidanco.
goal for tha 1990 run cycla is to install a multi-alamant
gamma-ray datoctor at 90° and improva on a recant ●xpariment
dorlo by tho Gronoblc group at SATUPJJE.

Conclusion

Tho vhita neutron sourca at LAHPF i= an excellent tool
for measuring photon-production cross ~octions for discrete
gamma-ray lines over a wide gamma-ray and neutron energy
range. Continuum measurements aro somewhat more difficult
because of the uncetiainties in the backgrounds. Medium
energy neutron physics experiments are made possible by the
high energy component of the beam.
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Figure Captions
1. Measured neutron flux as a function of neutron energy
from tho whit- neutron source at 15° with respect to the
incident proton beam. The units are neutrons/MeV/str/
micropulse.
2. Diagram of the 5 crystal H
detector system
neutron source. Tha detectors are3 located at 393: ~gg~~ig~
125°, and 145°.
3. Pulse height spoctmm
measured for the 12C(n,n’v)
reaction for neutrons in the energy bin a) 4 to 15 MeV, and
b) 15 to 200 HeV.

a2 angular distrib
4. Preliminary
*9 ~~ion coefficients (data
C as a function of
points) for tho 4.44 H-V state
C(n,n’~) reaction.
The
neutron energy maasurad in the
solid cume is tho evaluated a2 angular distribution

coefficients assuming a4 = O.
5. Pulsa haight spactmm for the ‘atFa(n,x~) reaction
obtainod using a Go detactor for a) 26.8-29.8 14eV and,
b)38.7-41.2 MoV incidant neutrons. The gamma rays arc
labeled by th~ir energies (keV) and raactions.
6. Preliminary valuas for the cross section am a function of
qgutron energy for M ● second excited stat- (ET-931 koV) in
Fa(n,2n) reaction. Also shown is data
Fe following tho
from Oak Ridga, and a preliminary calculation using tho code
GNASH .
7. Pulse height spactra for various incidant nautron
energies on a natural Ca target. Tha vartical lines show
the location of tho expected ground stat. gamma ray.
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